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Sermon 11-17/18-2018 

What is the difference between generosity and wastefulness? – Rev. Markus Wegenast 

John 12:1-8 

 

Six days before the Passover Jesus came to Bethany, the home of Lazarus, whom he had raised 

from the dead. 2 There they gave a dinner for him. Martha served, and Lazarus was one of those 

at the table with him. 3 Mary took a pound of costly perfume made of pure nard, anointed Jesus’ 

feet, and wiped them[a] with her hair. The house was filled with the fragrance of the 

perfume. 4 But Judas Iscariot, one of his disciples (the one who was about to betray him), 

said, 5 “Why was this perfume not sold for three hundred denarii[b] and the money given to the 

poor?” 6 (He said this not because he cared about the poor, but because he was a thief; he kept 

the common purse and used to steal what was put into it.) 7 Jesus said, “Leave her alone. She 

bought it[c] so that she might keep it for the day of my burial. 8 You always have the poor with 

you, but you do not always have me.” 

 

1) 

You know that I am a big fan of personal Bible study. I love it when I hear you talk 

about how you read scripture devotionally – how it impacts and changes you.  

I don’t think you need to be an expert on Biblical studies to understand the 

Bible and benefit from it. 

 

I do have to admit however, that today’s reading that marks the culmination of our 

giving in generosity message series, is hard to fully understand if you don’t dig a 

little into it. A good Study Bible may just do the trick, but you do need some 

explaining notes to capture what is really going on here: 

 

Sure, we get it: it’s a story on lavish generosity. A woman by the name of Mary, a 

good family friend of Jesus, spoils Jesus by applying some super expensive oil to 

his feet. The text seems to suggest that she emptied the entire jar of it – the whole 

“pound” of it. [other gospels reference that she anoints Jesus’ whole head with the oil] 

That’s a lot of perfume! It was worth as much as most of us earn in a year – that’s 

some expensive oil. No wonder someone complains and suggests it was wasteful to 

use it like this. 

 

But there is more going on here: Mary uses this super expensive perfume to anoint 

Jesus feet, then using her hair to rub them dry. We just need to understand that in 

Jesus day and age this whole scenario sparks with sensual overtones. There is this 

whole OT background of exposed feet having a sexual connotation (…).  

So does hair – that’s why women in the Jewish culture covered their hair. 

And what does our Mary in the story do? Not only does she uncover her hair, she 

uses it then to dry the oil-trenched naked feet of Jesus. One scholar writes that it 

would be the equivalent to a woman in our day and age lifting her skirt at a dinner 

party and using it as a towel! 

Picture yourself in a situation like that. Back then, that whole perfume 

scented room in which the disciples sat with Jesus sparked with sexual tension. 
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2.1) 

And that is the situation into which Judas, the disciple speaks:  
“Why was this perfume not sold for three hundred denarii[b] and the money given to the 

poor?” 
 

Judas was probably deeply offended by the whole scenario that unfolded before 

him, struggling to deal with that whole undertone of sensuality in the room. And he 

gives his frustration room by pointing out the wastefulness of the act that played 

out in front of his eyes.  

 

Bethany, where all of this took place, Bethany, translated means “house of the 

poor.” The disciples may have been confronted with extreme poverty in this 

community and now they see how someone in this poor community actually 

possesses a jar of oil worth enough to feed that whole community but instead 

wastes it in a single application that sparked with sensual inappropriateness. 

  

Don’t you have at least a little bit of sympathy for Judas’s concern – even though 

the gospel writer gives away that his motives where impure? 

 

I actually think the Bible as a whole wants us to sympathize with Judas. (Here’s a 

sentence I never thought I’d say!) I say that because we find this story in two other 

gospels, in Mark (14: 3-9) and in Matthew (26: 6-13). In those gospels it says that 

(the) other disciples too complained about the wastefulness of Mary’s anointing.  
[BTW: those gospels don’t mention Mary’s hair and Jesus’ feet – they mention that Mary 

poured the oil only on Jesus’ head – they may have been too uncomfortable going into the 

outrageous sensuality of the incident.]  

But my point is: it’s not just outcast Judas who finds this whole scenario 

wasteful…Some other disciples felt the same way… 

  

2.2) 

So let me ask then – on this commitment weekend/Sunday, on which we celebrate 

and encourage our generosity toward God: When have you been like Judas and 

raised concerns about lavish, wasteful generosity? 

 

Let me rephrase that: When have you felt that someone’s/your own generosity 

wasn’t generous but wasteful? 

 
During my 10 day pilgrimage in South Korea earlier in October I was exposed to 

unbelievably lavish hospitality. On our second night an area bishop of the Methodist 

Church invited us to one of the top restaurants in Seoul. I’ve eaten many a good 

steak in my life but nothing has come close to the Kobe beef grade steak we had that 

night – and we had plenty of it. That was just after we were served plates full of real 

gold-dusted sushi. I had gold on food once before but never in a quantity as we had 

that night.  
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I really enjoyed that meal – but it was absolutely amazing to see what happened 

when we evaluated our trip on the last night. One of our group members brought up 

the gold flaked sushi we had and was distraught about the lavish wastefulness of that 

meal. He said that a more moderate meal would have done and the money could 

have been used for social justice ministries of that Methodist conference. Another 

member of our group took a different stand: Why would we second guess the lavish 

generosity of that culture’s hospitality? Why can’t we just enjoy that this bishop was 

so excited to host a group from Wisconsin – he wanted to give his best? 

 

Do you see the connection? And do you see how each viewpoint has its own merit? 

 

3) 

What is the difference between wastefulness and generosity? Have you ever felt 

that you have been too generous? That you shouldn’t have given so much to a good 

cause because the good cause turned out not to be what you wanted it to be or that 

you regretted supporting it?! 

 

Maybe that is what the issue was for Judas and the other disciples who 

complained:  

They couldn’t see what Jesus saw.  

Sure they revered him, but the full extent of what was going on in that room kept 

hidden from them. They got stuck in seeing something that they regarded as 

wastefulness embedded in sexual overtones. 

 

But Jesus saw it differently. I don’t say this out of modesty, I say it out of 

conviction: To Jesus the situation was neither sexual nor wasteful – he saw what 

the disciples could not see yet: 

 
“Leave her alone. She bought it[c] so that she might keep it for the day of my burial. 8 You 

always have the poor with you, but you do not always have me.” 

 

Jesus saw that in less than a week from now he would make the biggest sacrifice of 

mankind to mankind. No perfume could be costly enough to prepare him ahead of 

time for his sacrifice.  

 

His sacrifice would offer new life to all the poor in Bethany and elsewhere, to all 

the maybe-promiscuous women who let their hair down, and to all the ever-so 

stingy men who couldn’t believe the waste they saw. 

 

Generosity has a clear vantage point. What’s wasteful to one is a precious gift to 

another.  

 

A successful 22 year old college graduate foregoes a successful business carrier 

and family life and instead become a celibate deaconess in the Methodist church?  

 A waste of talent to one; a precious generous gift in God’s eyes. 
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A 70 year old man decides to give a major junk of his life-savings away to his local 

church because of their capital campaign. 

 A waste of resources in the eyes of doubting family members who are 

concerned about their dad’s financial stability; a precious generous gift in 

the eyes of the church that wants to build a future with hope. 

 

Friends, we all will be in tempting situations throughout our lives in which we will 

be like Judas and his friends with no understanding of true generosity. We have to 

be our own judges, we have to come to our own conclusion how God calls us into 

generous giving.  

 

We never find out how Mary felt after she did what she did. It’s probably meant 

that way. Because we are supposed to find out ourselves what it means and feels 

like to be generous and hear Jesus’ approval – just as he gave it to Mary. 

Amen. 

 


